Name

Date

The Boy From Tomorrow Vocabulary Builder #2
Directions: Choose an adjective from the box to finish each sentence below.

amenable
drastic
earnest
excruciating

feeble
foremost
gullible
impulsive

incongruous
indignant
mundane
quaint

rapturous
rational
succinct
vehement

1. With its rocking chair, braided rug, and calico quilt on the big brass bed, our room
at the bed-and-breakfast was delightfully
.
2. I felt
when I heard the committee was making plans without my input.
3. The professor is the world's
expert on Sumerian mythology.
4. When revising your essay, trim unnecessary words to make your argument as
as possible.
5. There was a
look on her face as the orchestra began to play her alltime favorite song.
6. When the boy came to the circulation desk asking for the great political speeches
of Rufus Choate, it took me a second to realize he was in
.
7. Shaving your head results in a
change in appearance!
8. I've never believed in ghosts, but I can't think of a
explanation for
the shower turning on by itself and the cheerful whistling of "Fly Me to the Moon."
9. When the hockey puck hit Sarah in the nose, the pain was
.
10. When I told Peter I'd won an unlimited supply of Pringles potato chips for the rest
of my life, he's so
he actually believed me!
11. You can have your adventures, but eventually you must come home again and do
the
things like cleaning your room and finishing your homework.
12. When Albert showed up at the wedding in a gorilla costume, we considered this
choice
at best.
13. Instead of making a
excuse, just tell your friend you don't feel like
going to the movies tonight.
14. When they got married Grandma and Grandpa had only known each other four
days, but fortunately they never regretted this
decision!
15. When the two groups of friends spotted each other at the restaurant and Harry
suggested they ask for one big table, everyone else was
.
16. Sam made a
protest when I suggested a trip to the zoo, explaining
that he believes animals should live freely in their native habitats.

